ABSTRACT

A common feature of content discovery applications is the ability of users to save and organize digital items into collections, e.g., images into photo albums or songs into playlists. Understanding how these collections grow over time is important for user retention and collection as well as item recommendation. Here we study factors that affect collection growth over a long period of time. We conduct a large-scale longitudinal analysis of over 2.6 million collections, known as boards, on Pinterest, over a period of three years. We study the inter-event time distribution of pins saved to boards and find that it can be accurately described by a two-component lognormal mixture model. The mixture components reveal that board growth can be characterized by short-term fast-paced sprees of activity, and longer breaks between these sprees. Commonalities emerge in spree behavior; for example, sprees have consistent temporal dynamics and the content saved within the same spree is more focused compared to between sprees. Surprisingly, we observe that boards with longer initial sprees are less likely to have long-term growth. On the other hand, boards with more frequently occurring sprees continue growing for a longer time, and tend to have a larger size. Finally, we synthesize our findings into a series of predictive models which show that initial board evolution is a strong signal for long-term board growth in terms of size and lifespan. Overall, our research has important implications for the design of online content discovery applications and has immediate applications in user modeling and recommendation systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

An important aspect of the social web experience is the ability of users to create and curate collections of items [32]. People can use online platforms to collect not only digital representations of physical objects that they own or wish to own, but also digital representations of concepts (e.g., quotations, poems), digital media (e.g., books, pictures, movies, songs, videos), or even ideas (e.g., recipes, to-do lists) [8]. Many content discovery platforms allow users to form collections ranging from digital playlists of songs on Spotify, to videos and movies on Youtube or IMDB, to real life products on Amazon or Etsy.

A unique aspect of these collections of digital items is that they remain useful and updatable over long periods of time [27]. For example, a Spotify playlist is meant to be enjoyed repeatedly and grown over time, and avid television fans would be hard pressed to empty their ever-evolving Netflix watchlists. The identification of collections that will grow consistently over a long period of time is therefore vital for collection recommendation in content discovery applications, because active and growing collections provide better value and lead to higher user engagement. Furthermore, an understanding of early signals that are indicative of long-term collection growth can inform user retention and application design. Specialized user interface flows and interaction techniques can be developed which enable users to experience more efficient content curation and exploration.

However, collection growth is currently not well understood. Prior work either treats a collection as a non-changing entity [19][22], or focuses on individual items in a collection [4][18]. The temporal dynamics of collection growth has not yet been analyzed. What is missing from the picture are models of collection growth. Developing such models is important for understanding collection growth dynamics, predicting future growth, and identifying collections that will remain active for a long period of time.

Present work: Understanding collection growth over time. Here, we conduct a large-scale study of online collection growth over time, and analyze the process by which users save items into collections. We build on existing research on inter-event times to characterize the growth behavior of collections. We then analyze how initial collection growth, as defined by this characterization, can be used to predict future growth behavior.

In particular, we analyze the growth of collections on Pinterest [11], a content discovery application, over time. On Pinterest, users engage with visual bookmarks, called pins, and save them into collections of pins, called boards. We analyze over 2.6 million boards created over a one week period, and track each board’s growth for exactly three years.

We first analyze the inter-event time distribution of pins added to boards, and find that this distribution can be accurately described by a two-component lognormal mixture model. After confirming that these two components exist on a per-user per-board basis, we find that the components of the mixture model correspond to (1) short-term pinning sprees with small inter-event times, and (2) longer breaks between these sprees.

We uncover patterns both within and between sprees. We discover that inter-event times between pins quicken towards the beginning of a spree, and slow down towards the end. Furthermore,
we find that content within the same pinning spree is noticeably more focused and similar than content between different sprees.

Analyzing dynamics inside sprees, we find that initial growth is indicative of how collections will grow in the future in terms of final size and longevity. In general, factors that increase final board size also increase longevity. For example, we find that shorter breaks between initial sprees lead to larger and longer-lived boards, and that higher initial content similarity leads to smaller and more short-lived boards. However, while larger initial spree sizes indicate larger boards over time, they also surprisingly lead to substantially shorter-lived boards.

Finally, we connect our insights on initial collection growth together in a series of long-term and short-term growth prediction tasks. We develop a model that can predict whether a board of a given size will grow past its expected median size, with prediction performance improving as the board gets larger (ROC AUC=0.83). We are also able to identify boards that maintain a regular level of activity across an entire year (ROC AUC=0.88), and predict when a pinning spree will continue (ROC AUC=0.75). We find that different signals are important to different tasks; for example, while the average break time between sprees is extremely important in identifying boards with a regular level of activity, it is substantially less important when trying to identify spree continuations.

Overall, our work provides a first look at how collections grow over time in content discovery applications. We introduce a general method for analyzing the dynamics of collection growth, by fitting a mixture model to the inter-event time distribution, and show how this method can be used to quantify the relationship between a collection’s initial and long-term growth. This approach can be used to better understand how collections evolve over time—in the case of Pinterest, we further show that a collection’s initial growth is predictive of how it will grow in the future.
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model is parameterized by weights $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$, which represent the likelihood that any given inter-event time sample is drawn from lognormal distribution $\ln N(\mu_1, \sigma_1)$ or $\ln N(\mu_2, \sigma_2)$, respectively. The PDF of a lognormal distribution is defined as

$$\ln N(x; \mu, \sigma) = \frac{1}{x \sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left[ - \frac{(\ln x - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right]$$

for $x > 0$.

**Fitting the model.** We use expectation maximization [3] to determine the parameters of our mixture model, as follows. For each inter-event time sample $x_i$ and lognormal component $j \in \{0, 1\}$, we define weight $w_{ij}$ to be the probability that inter-event time $x_i$ is sampled from the $j^{th}$ lognormal distribution. In our E-step, we update each weight as follows:

$$w_{ij} := \frac{\ln N(x_i; \mu_j, \sigma_j)}{\sum_{k=0}^{m} \ln N(x_i; \mu_k, \sigma_k)}$$

(1)

In our M-step, we update the main parameters of our mixture model as follows ($m$ is the number of inter-event time samples):

$$\phi_j := \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij}$$

$$\mu_j := \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij} \ln x_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij}}$$

$$\sigma_j := \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij} (\ln x_i - \mu_j)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij}}$$

The fitted 2-LMM is shown in Figure 1. We define the lower lognormal component to be the one that peaks at a smaller value, which has a median inter-event time of 1.16 minutes. Likewise, the upper lognormal component peaks at a larger value, and has a median of 7.76 days. Parameters of the model are shown in Table 1. We find that the resulting fit is quite accurate; the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance between the observed inter-event time distribution and our fitted distribution is only 0.025 as opposed to 0.162 when compared to a fit using only a single lognormal.

**4.2 Explaining the inter-event distribution**

While we are able to accurately model the inter-event time distribution, one limitation is that we cannot immediately infer which populations generate the two observed components. Are the two lognormal distributions generated from different sets of users? Or, from different boards among the same users? To answer these questions and determine the origin of the two distributions, we conduct additional analyses.

The 2-LMM is observable in individual users. One potential explanation for the observed behavior in Figure 1 is that the two lognormal distributions are generated from two disjoint groups of users who behave differently: an active set of users whose boards contain shorter inter-event times drawn from the lower lognormal, and a less active set of users whose boards have longer inter-event times drawn from the upper lognormal. If this hypothesis is true, then a single board’s inter-event time should follow either a lower or an upper lognormal distribution, because each board in our dataset only has one user saving pins to it. However, the inter-event time distribution of individual boards often contains two lognormal components; an example board’s distribution is shown in Figure 2(a). Although the inter-event data is sparse, especially in boards with a small number of pins, we observe a clear 2-LMM even when we consider an individual board; the average KS distance for individual boards is 0.072 (0.0008 standard error) for a 2-LMM, versus 0.215 (0.001 standard error) for a single lognormal. The experiment demonstrates that it is not the case that a combination of two different classes of users (e.g., with a different single lognormal inter-event time distribution), generated the resulting 2-LMM.

The 2-LMM is observable for users who only own one board. The second hypothesis is that the lognormal distributions occur due to “resource competition” between multiple boards owned by the same user; i.e., inter-event times fall under the lower lognormal distribution when a user is focusing on a given board, and fall under the upper lognormal distribution when a user is focusing on a different board among the same users. To determine the origin of the two distributions, we conduct additional analyses.

![Figure 1: The inter-event distribution of pins added to boards (PDF). This distribution can be closely approximated by a two-component lognormal mixture model. Coefficients are displayed in Table 1.](image)

![Figure 2: Explaining the origin of inter-event time distribution. (a) The inter-event time distribution of a sampled single board. (b) The inter-event time distribution for a user who has only ever created only one board. We conclude the two lognormal components exist on a per-board per-user basis and represent two modes of growth behavior.](image)
cusing on other boards. However, we also observe a 2-LMM inter-event time distribution for users who have only ever created a single board on Pinterest, from the account creation time to the present date. An example is shown in Figure 1b the average KS distance for users with only one board is 0.113 (0.002 standard error) for a 2-LMM, versus 0.241 (0.004 standard error) for a single lognormal. Because there is no opportunity for resource competition if a user only has one board, we can conclude that individual boards’ inter-event time distributions can be described by a 2-LMM, regardless of whether the board is one of many that a user owns.

4.3 Two types of board growth behavior

Our analyses above revealed that the two-component mixture model we observe describes board growth behavior on an individual basis. This means that the observed behavior is a fundamental property of individual user’s behavior. The two-component nature of the inter-event time distribution reflects two types of behavior that board growth can be characterized by: short-term pinning sprees, and long-term breaks. A board experiencing a short-term pinning spree will have inter-event time(s) that fall under the lower lognormal distribution. A board experiencing a longer break will have an inter-event time that falls under the upper lognormal distribution, with a median of approximately one week.

Delineating sprees within a board. By defining longer breaks between pinning sprees to be inter-event times drawn from the upper lognormal distribution, we can neatly delineate when sprees begin and end within a board. Without loss of generality let the upper lognormal component be the $j = 1$st component defined in the expectation maximization algorithm. Then for any inter-event time $t$ we define

$$w_{upper}(t) = \frac{\ln N(t; \mu_1, \sigma_1)}{\sum_{k=0}^{4} \ln N(t; \mu_k, \sigma_k)},$$

which is essentially the same as Equation 1 the update equation for our E-step.

If $w_{upper}(t) > 0.5$ for inter-event time $t$, then $t$ is more likely to be drawn from the upper lognormal distribution and we mark the inter-event time as a break between pinning sprees. Concretely, in our dataset the threshold at which $w_{upper}(t) > 0.5$ lies at 67.8 minutes, or just over an hour. Thus events spaced less than 1h apart belong to the same pinning spree. Figure 1a displays a timeline of real board growth, with corresponding $w_{upper}$ values. Here, $w_{upper} > 0.5$ for two inter-event times, and these times mark the boundaries between three individual pinning sprees. Notice that inter-event times clearly follow one of the two components. In other words, $w_{upper}$ tends to take extreme values (0 or 1).

In summary, in this section we find that the inter-event time between pins that are saved to a board closely follows a mixture of two lognormal distributions. This means that when users are in a pinning spree they save a pin to a board every few minutes (median 1.16 minutes) and that breaks between pinning sessions last about 7 days (median 7.76 days).

5. UNDERSTANDING PINNING SPREES

Motivated by our analysis of collection inter-event times, in this section we study potential patterns that exist within and between sprees. Finding these patterns allows us to better understand why sprees occur and evaluate the validity of our spree segmentation approach. We focus on inter-event time changes throughout a spree, and on content similarity.

Pinning speeds up in the beginning of a pinning spree and slows down towards the end. One question to consider is whether a collection’s growth speed remains constant throughout a single spree. Are there markers in terms of speed that suggest a spree is ending? To answer this question we examine the average inter-event time across various points in a pinning spree. As different sprees have different lengths, we define the life-stage of a given spree to be the percentage of pins added thus far out of the total number of pins that will be added in that spree. Thus a life-stage of 50% represents the half-way point of a spree in terms of number of pins.

In Figure 4 we plot the average inter-event time at each spree life-stage. Inter-event times speed up in the beginning of a spree and slow down towards the end. Throughout this paper, error bars indicate standard error estimated by bootstrap resampling [14].

In Figure 4, we plot the average inter-event times between pins at different life-stages, across all sprees of at least length 10. Users pin with increasing frequency (approximately 30%) in the beginning of a spree, maintain constant speeds in the middle, and then slow down back to the original starting speed towards the end. Interestingly, we observe that the eventual slowdown is noticeably more gradual than the initial speedup. A hypothesis is that as a spree progresses, users run out of content to add to boards very gradually as opposed to all of a sudden, suggesting that the success of collection growth may be dependent on how easily users are able to find content that they like.

Content is more similar within the same spree. To understand the relationship between content and a collection’s sprees, we next examine content similarity. We define content similarity between pairs of pins to be the Jaccard similarity between each pins’ annotated word vectors, which are generated based on the title and the description of the pin. To standardize across boards of different size, content similarity within pinning sprees and between pinning
sprees is defined as the average similarity of 100 pairs of pins, sampled with replacement, within and between sprees, respectively.

We plot the PDF of content similarity within sprees and between sprees for each board with at least two sprees, shown in Figure 5. Content is noticeably more similar within the same spree compared to between sprees. In fact, we find that this is the case for a surprising 83.7% of all boards in our dataset. The average content similarity within sprees is 0.096 on average, over 50% larger than the average content similarity between sprees (0.058).

Overall, our findings in this section reveal commonalities that exist in spree-based behavior, validating our spree segmentation strategy for collections. We find that as a whole, inter-event times within a spree follow a predictable pattern, and that content is more focused within sprees compared to between sprees. These findings have applications in both user activity session analysis, as well as in content recommendation for collections.

6. RELATING SPREES TO BOARD GROWTH

Given the consistent patterns observed in the previous section, we next aim to discover whether the way that initial sprees in a collection grow might impact growth in the long term. Here, we specifically analyze two aspects of long-term growth for boards on Pinterest: final board size after three years of observation, and effective lifespan.

Motivating and defining effective lifespan. In terms of recommending collections to users, it is useful to surface collections that contain a regular stream of content. A board where one pin is added every month for a year, for example, should be considered much more active than a board that only added six pins in the beginning and six at the end of the year. To capture this sense of activity, more active than a board that only added six pins in the beginning every month for a year, for example, should be considered much more active than a board that only added six pins in the beginning every month for a year.

Boards with larger initial spree sizes indeed end up with a larger final board size as well; for example, a board with an average initial spree size of 10 will grow to be over 1.5 times as large on average than a board with only one pin added per spree. The difference may not be overly dramatic but the overall relationship is clear: faster early collection growth is a signal that the collection will grow larger after a long period of time.

Boards with larger initial spree sizes have shorter effective lifespans. Does fast initial collection growth translate to longer-lived collections as well? We next compare the average initial pinning spree size for each board, as defined earlier, with their final effective lifespans, with results shown in Figure 5(b). Surprisingly, it appears that boards that grow quickly (i.e. have larger initial average spree sizes) will “die” quickly as well; a board with six pins on average per spree lives only half as long as a board with one pin per spree. We call this phenomenon the “tortoise and the hare” effect, because slow and steadily growing boards ultimately win the race in terms of having higher effective lifespan.

One hypothesis for the tortoise and the hare effect is that on a content discovery application there is a finite amount of content that is relevant to any given collection, and users who grow their collections too rapidly exhaust their content options quickly. Another hypothesis is that collections that grow quickly or slowly serve different fundamental purposes for users.

To test the above hypotheses we compare the average initial spree size across different self-reported board categories, shown in Figure 5(c). We observe evidence that the second hypothesis might be true, as average initial spree size varies by a factor of up to 3.5 between different categories. Many categories with easily actionable purposes, such as “DIY & Crafts” and “Health & Fitness”, have smaller pinning spree sizes than categories that have more abstract purposes, such as “History”, or “Science & Nature”. This isn’t always the case, however, as seen with the “Quotes” category, which has a relatively small initial spree size.

Overall, however, while category may be a moderating factor, the patterns we observe earlier persist even when we analyze only boards from the “Food & Drink” category (plot not shown), one of the largest categories on Pinterest. This suggests that factors beyond category are at play when examining the relationship between spree size and final collection growth.

Boards with shorter breaks grow larger and live longer. We next wish to examine the relationship between how often a collection has a spree, and how the collection will ultimately grow. We first examine final board size by plotting the length of the first long break between two pinning sprees of a board, in days, versus the board’s final board size, as shown in Figure 6(c). Overall, boards with a shorter break between sprees tend to grow much larger after three years. A likely explanation for this behavior is that shorter breaks over the same period of time means more pinning sprees, and therefore more opportunity to grow.

Interestingly, however, boards whose first two pinning sprees take place on the same day (i.e. the break is zero days) end up noticeably smaller on average than boards who instead return after a few days. Our hypothesis is that users of boards that return very quickly haven’t yet “proven” that they will remain interested in the board in upcoming days and weeks, whereas those that return after a few days have proven that their interest at the very least spans several days. This is a concept that would be fascinating to explore in future work.

Similarly, we find that boards with shorter breaks live longer. By comparing the length of the first long break between pinning sprees with a board’s effective lifespan (Figure 5(d)), we find that while
In Figure 6, we observe the impact of various factors on the final size and longevity of a board. Figure 6(a) shows that boards with larger initial sprees tend to have a larger final size. Similarly, Figure 6(b) indicates that boards with larger initial pinning sprees have shorter lifespans. Figure 6(c) reveals that boards with a shorter first break tend to have a larger final size. Conversely, Figure 6(d) demonstrates that boards with a shorter first break have longer lifespans. Figure 6(e) illustrates that boards whose content is more similar to each other have a smaller final size. Lastly, Figure 6(f) shows that boards whose content is more similar to each other have a shorter lifespan.

Figure 7 presents the impact of different categories on the average initial spree size. Broadly speaking, more actionable categories tend to have shorter initial spree sizes. The anomaly at zero days persists, effective lifespan lessens by almost a third on average as the break length increases from one day to a month. Our findings suggest that short breaks between pinning sprees indicate board owners who have more long-term enthusiasm for their boards. Put another way, the same enthusiasm that drives users to grow their collections more frequently might make it less likely that their interest will wane over time, leading to longer effective lifespans.

Boards with dissimilar content grow larger and live longer. In order to gain insight into the relationship between the content of a collection and its size, we compare the content similarity of the first 10 pins of a board’s first pinning spree with the board’s size after three years. We consider boards with content similarity between 0 and 0.25, which encompasses over 98.5% of all boards. To control for confounding variables, we also limit our analysis to boards whose first sprees are at least 10 pins long.

Figure 8 shows that boards that have higher initial content similarity tend to be noticeably smaller after three years of growth compared to boards with lower content similarity. For example, we see that boards with no initial content similarity grow to 120 pins on average, which is 33% larger than boards with an initial content similarity of 0.25. One explanation for this phenomenon may be that there is simply more potential content available for a collection with more diverse interests.

Similarly, we also find that boards with dissimilar content tend to live longer. Plotting the the board’s effective lifespan as a function of the initial content similarity of a board (Figure 8(f)), we observe that the effective lifespan is up to twice as long when initial content is more diverse. One potential explanation for this behavior is that users “run out” of content more slowly when the collection they are growing is more diverse. Because content is less niche and easier to find, users with diverse collections might therefore find it more enjoyable to continue growing their collections.

In summary, our analysis in this section shows that initial collection growth patterns strongly impact future collection growth. In particular, we find that initial spree sizes, length of breaks, and content similarity are all useful signals when trying to measure final collection size and longevity. Our findings suggest that initial growth signals can be useful in prediction tasks, a concept that we explore in the next section.

7. PREDICTING BOARD GROWTH

Our analysis thus far points to signals in initial collection growth that indicate differences in final collection growth. To better un-
derstand the dynamics of how these signals relate to each other, we build on insights developed in Sections 5 and 6 to formulate a series of prediction tasks relating to final collection size, effective lifespan, and spree continuation.

Here, we are interested in observing which signals are most important for which tasks, as well as understanding settings under which our prediction tasks perform better.

**Features and Model.** Any sample in our prediction tasks consists of a subset of pins that have been added to a board, and contains at least 10 pins. Based on our findings in previous sections, we consider four broad classes of features:

- **General spree-based features:** Motivated by our findings in Section 5, we include the average observed spree size of our sample, as well as the average break time between sprees. We also include the fraction of inter-event times observed that fall under the upper lognormal distribution discussed in Section 6, representing a long break.
- **Pin-based features:** We include the raw number of pins we have observed thus far. We also include the content similarity of the first 10 pins in our sample, as described in Section 6.
- **Time-dependent features:** We include the timestamp, relative to the board’s creation date, of the last observed pin in our sample, as well as the timestamp, if the sample contains n pins, of the n/2 th pin, representing the halfway point.
- **Static features:** We consider demographic features of a user, e.g., gender and location, as well as the category of the board.

All features are standardized. For each of our prediction tasks, we use a logistic regression classifier and perform ten-fold cross validation. To evaluate performance we compute the area under the ROC curve (ROC AUC).

### 7.1 Predicting final board size

The ability to identify collections that will grow larger over time is useful both in terms of collection recommendation as well as in identifying long-term engaged users. In our first task we aim to predict whether a collection of any given size will continue growing substantially in the future. Inspired by methodology introduced by [3], we predict, after having observed the first k pins, whether a given board will continue growing to its median expected size, given the fact that the board has at least k pins.

The precise setup is as follows: for a given k, we consider the set of boards with at least k pins. We compute the median final board size \( \text{med}(k) \) after three years of observation, and predict, based on observing only k pins, whether the the final board size will be at least \( \text{med}(k) \). The dataset is, by nature of medians, balanced. Results of our prediction task are shown in Figure 8. Overall performance is robust, with ROC AUCs ranging from 0.70 to 0.83. Interestingly, performance increases as a function of k, meaning it is easier to predict whether a board with 100 observed pins will reach its expected median size than it is to predict whether a board with 20 pins will do likewise. This suggests that in terms of identifying boards that will grow larger, it is most promising to consider more mature collections that have already reached a larger size.

**Feature analysis.** We now examine the relative importance of the features in our model by computing the Pearson point-biserial correlation coefficient between each non-categorical feature and a binary variable indicating whether board size \( \geq \text{med}(k) \), across different median board size k. Results are shown in Figure 8(a). Note that here, there are no correlation coefficients displayed for the feature “# pins observed,” because number of pins observed is always k for this prediction problem, and the correlation coefficient is therefore undefined.

Observe that across all k, “timestamp: last pin”, which serves as a proxy for how much time has elapsed so far since board creation, is strongly anti-correlated with growth past the median size \((-0.322, k = 10)\). This suggests that younger boards tend to have more growth potential than older boards. On the other hand, “content similarity” is in comparison uncorrelated with whether board size \( \geq \text{med}(k) \), particularly for large k (0.003, k = 200). This suggests that while initial content similarity may be related to final board size in general, as previously observed in Figure 6(c), once we control for the fact that a given board will become very large (k), content similarity is no longer as useful a signal.

From the perspective of changing k, we observe that the absolute value of correlation coefficients generally decreases as k increases, reflecting our findings that prediction performance improves as k grows. A notable exception is the “avg time between sprees” feature: while the correlation coefficient becomes more negative in the beginning while k grows, it then begins to steadily trend closer to zero. This surprising trend suggests that if a board manages to grow to a very large size \( k \), it becomes increasingly less important how regularly sprees occur, while other factors become more important.

What is interesting when considering this and subsequent models is that across all our prediction tasks, correlation coefficients never reverse signs, i.e. features with positive correlation never become anti-correlated as k changes, and vice versa. We conclude that importantly, while the signal strength of a feature may vary as k varies, the underlying dynamics that govern the relationship between the feature and properties of the final board don’t change.

### 7.2 Identifying boards with long lifespans

In terms of long-term collection recommendation, perhaps even more important than identifying future large collections is identifying collections that will grow consistently over a long period of time. These “active” collections are ideal in content discovery applications because they can regularly deliver new content to users who follow them. In Section 6 we set the maximum threshold of inactivity for effective lifespan to be 30 days, but in a practical settings different thresholds may be required for different purposes. Here we aim to find boards that are active for a very long period of time, for varying thresholds. Our prediction task is thus the following: given an inactivity threshold of k days, which boards have an effective lifespan of at least one year?

For various thresholds k ranging from 10 to 90 days, we sample an equivalent number of boards who grow at least once every k
days across an entire year, and boards who don’t meet this activity threshold. Our goal is to predict whether a given board’s effective lifespan with threshold $k$ will be at least one year (365 days), after observing only the first 30 days’ worth of activity. Note that we do not require boards to actually meet the inactivity threshold during the observation period in our effective lifespan calculations, to prevent this task from being trivial for $k < 30$.

Figure 10 gives the results. Prediction performance is quite strong, with ROC AUCs ranging from 0.75 to 0.96. Note that performance is best when the allowed inactivity threshold is lower, likely because highly active boards are more likely to differentiate themselves from the rest of the board population in terms of initial behavior. Our results are promising for content discovery applications, for whom identifying the most active collections is likely to be more useful than identifying only moderately active collections.

**Feature analysis.** Correlation coefficients between features and whether a board’s effective lifespan is longer than 365 days are shown in Figure 9(b). Here, we see that many features are strong signals for the prediction task. In particular, “timestamp: last pin” (0.573, $k = 0$), “# pins observed” (0.467, $k = 0$), and “average time between sprees” (−0.449, $k = 0$) have especially high absolute correlation coefficients. Furthermore, we observe that correlation coefficients for “average spree size” are negative, validating our surprising finding in Section 6(b) that smaller spree sizes lead to longer effective lifespans.

In general, we see that for multiple features (“timestamp: last pin”, “% deltas in upper distribution”, and “average spree size”), a positive correlation coefficient for this prediction task means a negative correlation coefficient when predicting final board size, and vice versa. This observation highlights the fact that large board size prediction and long effective lifespan prediction are two very different prediction tasks. Finally, we observe that correlation coefficients trend towards zero as the inactivity threshold $k$ increases, which explains why prediction performance is best when $k$ is smaller.

### 7.3 Identifying a pinning spree

We’ve shown that signals from initial collection growth can be extremely useful in predicting long-term collection growth, which raises an interesting question: can earlier signals predict short-term growth behavior as well? In our final task we aim to predict whether a given pinning spree will continue growing for the next $k$ pins. This task is useful in a number of real-world settings; for example, content discovery applications may prefer to advertise to users of boards whose pinning sprees are likely to continue for some time,
because there is a higher chance that they will read and absorb the advertisement contents.

For \( k \) ranging from 1 to 5, we choose a random point for each board such that at least five pins have been added to the board by that point, so that there is data to construct features from. We aim to predict, knowing that the board will increase in size by at least \( k \) more pins, whether these \( k \) pins will be the continuation of a pinning spree. The dataset is balanced for each \( k \).

Prediction results are shown in Figure 11. As with previous tasks, performance is solid, with AUCs ranging from 0.75 to 0.81. Furthermore, performance improves as \( k \) increases, meaning it is easier to predict whether a pinning spree will continue growing by \( k \) more pins, than by a single pin. This matches our intuition that because a large spree continuation is rarer by definition, boards that tend to contain large sprees will differentiate themselves more easily.

**Feature analysis.** The correlation coefficients between different features and whether the next \( k \) pins will be the continuation of a pinning spree are shown in Figure 9(c). The first and most noticeable observation is that unlike the previous two models, here correlation coefficient doesn’t decrease or increase dramatically as \( k \) changes. Instead, signal strength increases very gradually with \( k \), suggesting that shorter and longer sprees are relatively similar in terms of underlying properties; after all, they are both sprees. We also observe that as expected, larger sprees are more likely to occur in boards with a smaller \( \% \) delius in upper distribution \((0.413, k = 1)\), as well as boards with a prior history of long sprees, as represented by \( \text{avg spree size} \) \((0.213, k = 1)\).

In terms of the time between sprees, one might intuitively expect users of boards that do not grow for a long time to have lost interest in that board, causing smaller future spree sizes. Instead, we surprisingly find that \( \text{avg time between sprees} \) is positively correlated with larger sprees occurring in the future \((0.154, k = 1)\). One potential explanation is that users who choose to grow a board after a long break may have a larger amount of previously unseen content to choose from, making it easier for them to pin more content and form longer sprees.

Taken together, our results show that with a set of carefully selected signals based on initial collection growth, content discovery applications can effectively model future growth behavior in a variety of growth-related prediction tasks.

**8. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION**

In this paper we shed light on the way online collections grow over a long period of time. Through a large-scale study of over 2.6 million Pinterest boards across three years, we identified patterns and signals of long-term collection growth. We found that the inter-event time distribution of pins follows a two-component lognormal mixture model, characterizing collections as a series of short term sprees divided by longer breaks. We identified common patterns between sprees in terms of growth speed and content similarity. Using information gleaned from these sprees, we uncovered relationships between initial and final board growth for final board size and effective lifespan. Finally, we synthesized our insights into a series of predictive models of board growth that show that initial collection growth is incredibly useful in a variety of settings.

At a higher level, the goal of this work has been to provide a methodology by which the growth of online collections can be studied. There are also positive applications for content discovery platforms. Our insights make it easier to surface collections that are active, and recommend these active collections to users. Signals that identify the growth potential of collections are also useful for user retention, as specialized user interfaces and intervention strategies (e.g. notifications, email, changes in recommendations) can be designed to facilitate content curation and collection growth.

There are many fruitful avenues for future work. We believe that studying additional metrics for measuring the “success” of collection growth, such as social approval in the form of likes and follows, can uncover additional insights. While our work focuses on growth on a per-collection basis, it would be also be interesting to examine collection growth at the user level. Finally, it may be useful to study the evolution of content added to a collection over time using textual or image features, to better understand the motivations behind collection growth.
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